


Minutes from ASP monthly meeting 

Date: 1 March, 2022

Present: UL, UM, AU, AWI, KU, UiT, NTNU, DFO, GINR

Absent: KU, GINR


Next ASP meeting:

Bring an idea of the upcoming calls (EU and others) to the meeting and lets discuss 
consortiums and writing plans.


Round table: 

UiT: Sea ice course in Cambridge bay, field work planning.


UM: CMO picking on, Field work - awaiting new on Amundsen activities. Other smal 
ship activities planned. Proposal going on BBN (Baffin Bay proposal led by Dorthe) - 
land ocean proposal (Led by Tim) to CFI. Fits well with the EU proposal Lotte is 
leading. CFREF proposal (Melting ice) selected to go forward internal at UM. Several 
ASP institutions involved. University opening up. 


UL: Know soon what happens with the Lincoln sea project. Shiptime also submitted. 
Waiting on news for the ERC synergy proposal. Making progress for the research 
stations in QiK - working on clear rules for the stations to ensure long-term stability in 
the activities.


AU: Reporting again again (ARC, GIOS). Planning GIOS units, field campaigns, hiring 
post docs, phd’s. EU proposal with NTNU. Collaborate with KU to submit proposal to 
Novo Nordic Funding agency to support CFREF proposal at UM. AU has also 
submitted a proposal with GINR and AAL to expand GIOS units into farmland in 
Souther Greenland. Collaborated with UL on Lincoln sea defence. Collaborate with UiT 
and UM on sea ice comparison study (BEPSII) in Cambridge Bay. Also joint UArctic 
summer school (BFLUX) on greenhouse gas studies. Got a larger grant to study 
Greenland gradients in the National park (2 x 5 yr project - first phase funded from 
AVJF). EU project contact agreement is currently going on on Lottes proposal - 
collaboration between AU and UM (of the ASP partners). Tim submitted parallel 
proposal to the Canadian system.


AWI: Uwe work on a proposal for Greenland research on toxic algae - funds from 
Greenland. Suggest to contact to Lorenz Meire at GINR and Dorthe Søgaard (AU). Also 
a good idea to contact the Arctic Hub in Nuuk for internal communication. Contact 
Anne Sofie. Cruise proposal for shiptime three times to Svalbard - impact of 



Atlantification. AWI got a pre-call from horizon 2020 - consortium on invasive species. 
AWI has had challenge to cancel all AWI Russian research activities. 


NTNU: Working with AU on EU proposal on underwater robotics. Ice-ocean 
interactions.


DFO: Involved in several of the stuff UM reported. Engaging with UL on scheduling the 
Amundsen. Villiam Kendedy work together with UM. Also planning other field activities 
across in the Arctic.  Conversations with UM on CFREF collaboration. Focus on North 
Water and Hudson Bay the next 4 years 


Joint Laboratory activities: 
Dry shipper systems have been purchased to ship samples between institutions.Karley 
will send samples soon to the different labs. Start with chlorophyll analysis.


Next meeting will be 5 April 2022.

Notes - Søren



